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A living and socialising space par excellence, the living room should be designed to meet 
current standards of comfort without neglecting functionality and aesthetics. Defining the 
style, choosing the furniture and decoration pieces, considering the proportions, taking 
into account the lighting - natural and artificial - and determining the best colour scheme 
and layout are some of the points to consider in a project of this nature, all without 
neglecting the details and the personality and personal taste of the client who orders it.
We are complete fans of open spaces. We love these spaces that are open to others, 
that allow more socializing between people, but we also like the harmony, the light, the 
sharing ... Anyway, there are so many positive points of these open spaces, that the few 
negative points end up being irrelevant. Let's analyze this "open space" living room and 
dining room that Farimovel Furniture presents us.
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It is precisely on the sideboard that we can store the most sophisticated crockery, crystal 
glasses, platters, in short, all the items we want to store and preserve from everyday 
routines. Besides, the sideboard is an imposing piece of furniture, which marks its position, 
embellishing the whole dining room scene. It is also a support for decorative pieces, drinks 
or an addition to the dining table, to place platters, plates of food, thus serving as a buffet. 
In this sense, the sideboard is usually placed next to the dining table, the two are paired... 
they complement each other.
In this sideboard by Farimovel Furniture, the glass doors with a metal frame make the 
sideboard lighter and more delicate, which goes against the table with glass top and 
makes the ambience more elegant than ever. 
In a complementary way, also in the tv cabinet we are presented two suspended shelves 
with glass doors and metallic frames. Here we can store books, decorative pieces or other 
elements that are part of the living room. 



Furniture with straight, clean lines and simplicity. All this constitutes the foundations of the 
modern style, but if you want to take your ambience to another level you can do as in the 
room in the picture, and add a wall of colour. It will highlight furniture pieces that will 
become real works of art.
It's true that with autumn, the blankets have already taken up some space on the sofa 
and the trend is to stay at home. Now it's time to prepare for the arrival of the next 
season.  Take advantage of the home days to make your living room even brighter, more 
comfortable and cosy.
Winter is just around the corner, and with it comes evenings spent by the fireplace, 
weekends on the sofa with the family and long dinners with friends. Because we know 
that the house is even more of a refuge at this time of year, and that the living room is the 
central nave where we protect ourselves from the low temperatures, we offer you some 
suggestions to live the cold season well.
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UPHOLSTERED HEADBOARDS
A COMPLETE  GUIDE

The bedroom is always a good topic of conversation and one that arouses everyone's interest, some 
for some reasons, others for others. But today we wanted to focus on just one essential piece of our 
bedroom: the headboard. This has a preponderant role from a decorative point of view, but also of 
comfort. 

There are several types of headboards: wooden, iron, cushioned or alternative DIY ideas, such as 
tapestry, painting, wooden strips, books, windows, shutters, among many other options. Amid so much 
choice we decided to emphasize only the upholstered headboards, as they are the most 
comfortable of all, when we sleep or when we want to lean back to read a book for example. 



Talking about upholstered headboards is a whole unexplained world, as there is not just one type of 
fabric, nor just one colour. In fact, there is a whole selection of different textures and sizes - the whole 
wall size or just a part of it. In this sense, this vast offer can make you confused when it comes to 
choosing. 

Well, as headboard material you will find velvet, linen, leather, satin effect fabric, textured fabrics, 
among others.
As for the colours, Farimovel Furniture has at your disposal a wide range of colours that you may 
consult through the fabric samples. This option will allow you to have a bed that matches the rest of 
your bedroom decoration. 

Your question is: how to deal with fabrics?
Since we have covered different upholstered headboard textiles, we need to talk a little more about 
them, as they interfere with your choice.
Synthetic fabrics are easy to maintain and clean, although they require more care than real leather. It 
is a more economical option than leather or linen, as it does not need to be waterproofed. 
Leather or natural leather is more resistant and refined, combining luxury and practicality, but in this 
case the price rises. Its maintenance should only be done with a damp cloth in water and neutral 
detergent to remove dust.
Linen provides sophistication to the bedroom. It is a resistant textile and guarantees thermal comfort in 
winter or summer. It requires more care in maintenance and waterproofing is essential. 
Velvet is a fabric that adds elegance to a bedroom. As it is a fabric that traps dust more, you should 
vacuum the headboard every week.



The bedrooms are our fortress of rest. It's where we take refuge from the 
world after a tiring day. It's where we go when we are sad or ill, but also 
when we want to be with that special someone. The bedroom never fails 
us, even when everything around us seems to collapse!
That's why the bedroom should provide everything we consider essential 
to our comfort. Do you like watching TV in your bedroom? Do you work in 
your bedroom? Do you prefer a cooler or cosier ambience? Do you like 
more luxurious or natural materials?
Evaluating our preferences is the key to having the room of our dreams, 
literally!

For those who want to escape the Victorian style of upholstered 
headboards, there are models with a more modern and minimalist design. 
Bet on geometric shapes and minimalist designs combined with textured 
fabrics. 

Upholstered headboards with wooden frames are perfect for those who 
want to bring a rustic or even retro style to their bedroom decor. In 
addition to looking beautiful, the wooden detail can also bring a greater 
sense of comfort to the room.  The upholstered headboard with wooden 
frame also fits very well in rooms with a more classic style as presented 
by Farimovel Furniture with its wide choice of upholstered headboards.
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”Autumn is the season 
of homecoming. As the 
leaves fall and the first 
cold weather arrives, 
we all start thinking 
about returning to the 
warmth of our living 
rooms and bedrooms...”
AUTUMN TRENDS
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And to achieve a striking and human home, it is best to trust professionals like Farimovel Furniture. In 
this article we will learn ideas and see spectacular furniture for modern homes that never go out of 
fashion.

1. The most minimalist colours in fashion this autumn: beige and pearl grey:
This spectacular living room proposed by Farimovel Furniture is ideal for autumn. Its genius is that the 
central table, the comfortable white chairs and the indirect low lamp lighting escape from cold and 
superficial minimalism to propose a neutral but human atmosphere, warm and, above all, very 
reassuring.

In general, the colours associated with the autumn season are brown, reddish and orange in all their 
shades, but the reigning colours in living rooms are always neutral tones, such as pearl grey and 
beige. Pearl grey is one of the great classics of timeless wall and furniture painting. It's a neutral tone 
that fills the space and is elegant, but it's not tiring to look at, it's not tiresome and it will never irritate a 
guest. It's a safe bet in the neutral palette.

Autumn is the season of homecoming. As the leaves fall and the first cold weather arrives, we all start 
to think about returning to the warmth of our living rooms and bedrooms, which is why autumn is the 
perfect time to consider the design of our home and how to give it a different or more welcoming feel. 
That's why autumn is the perfect time of year to consider the design of our home and how to give it 
a different or more welcoming feel. Want to achieve a trendy home without having to do any building 
work? A change in interior design is the most efficient way to add passion and character to every 
corner.

AUTUMN
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2. Romanticism is on trend with the colour pale pink:
Wouldn't you like to immerse yourself in the warmth of this fantastic bed? Its dreamy headboard seems to demand 
rest and comfort, while the elegant bedside table ensures plenty of storage space. The key to this beautiful autumn 
bedroom lies in its clever use of pale pink. Pale pink (nude pink, or old rose) is a dull, pastel shade that has been 
associated culturally and psychologically with tenderness and romance. It is a colour that goes well in bedrooms with a 
feminine touch, and is now so fashionable that it is becoming a must-have in living rooms and hallways. Its contrast 
with the chocolate of the bedspread and the grey of the walls results in a strong and elegant visual impact.

3. This autumn, go for textures:
The success of a magnificent living room lies in striking a balance. How to achieve it? On the one hand, this dreamy 
living room features a coffee table and TV cabinet combined in a simple, minimalist design in which high-quality wood 
takes centre stage. On the other hand, the set is enlivened with a bold bet on the textiles: a modern grey and black on 
the seductive rug plus the striking green touch of the stools. Doesn't that sound like an ideal ensemble? But the balance 
of this living room lies in more than just the colours: it's in the play of textures. The softness of the wood is combined with 
the warmth of the long-pile carpet and the luxurious feel of the chairs. Spectacular!
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4. Dare to combine all the colours of autumn:
Within the autumn colour palette, in addition to beige, pale white and pearl, there is room for bold 
colours that bring joy to the ensemble: reds, terracotta, blues and greens. All of them are present in the 
Fénix collection.
The Fénix collection is based on a strong inspiration from Greek mythology, which has always been 
an influence on the culture, art and language of Western civilisation and remains, to this day, part of a 
heritage. This complete dining room, ideal for people with good taste, starts from very different 
elements to achieve harmony.

5. Seek professional advice for an impactful home:
This classic living room is spectacularly modern. To achieve this, extremely classically shaped furniture 
has been used (rounded chairs with oval backs and an imperial console) but with colours so unusual 
that you will fall in love with them (white as in a Greek temple, with a play of tropical primary colours).
Dare to renovate your home now!





FÉNIX
Collection

FÉNIX COLLECTION s a line that reveres 
the timelessness of Greek Classicism, the 
sublime heritage of Western Civilisation, 
which marks its identity through rebirth 
and reinvention.
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MIRRORS
HOW TO USE THEM IN  DECORATION!

A mirror is a polished surface that reflects light rays. It 
is usually just a portion of glass or plastic whose back 
side is covered by a metal film protected by a 
varnish, where the transparent material is the support 
for the metal deposit that constitutes the mirror itself. 
From a physical point of view this is basically it, but 
from a decorative and aesthetic point of view a 
simple mirror is a world of possibilities that must be 
explored!

There are many types of mirrors, differing in form and 
function, but only some types are used for decoration. 
And then there are incredible innovations, such as 
mirrors with digital functionality, where form and 
function merge perfectly.

As the name implies, plane mirrors have a flat 
reflective surface. This means that the image is 
reflected with few distortions, and it is because of this 
characteristic that these mirrors are so appreciated. 
What we see in the mirror virtually corresponds to the 
real object and we can rely on it to tell us how we 
look at any time. They are the most universally used 
mirrors in the home, whatever their shape or design.

Spherical mirrors are mirrors with a curved reflective 
surface, which is a part of a sphere. They are the 
mirrors used in the mirror rooms at popular fairs, 
which distort the reflected image.

There are two types of spherical mirrors: concave 
mirrors, where the reflective surface faces the centre 
of the sphere, and convex mirrors, where that surface 
faces outwards.

In our house they are eminently decorative mirrors, 
used in small notes, because nobody wants to have 
a room of distorting mirrors at home, but they are also 
used as a functional element - magnifying mirrors, 
used for make-up, are concave mirrors. They can 
also be used as a reflection point, to focus light on 
certain points, for example.
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Framed and unframed mirrors: 
The decision to include or not frame in your spaces depends directly on the style and intensity of the desired 
decoration.  The antique mirrors, with elaborate frames, are prominent pieces, which can contribute the strength 
of the classics in the design of a classic or retro decoration. But the simpler and rectilinear frames always have 
a place in a modern decoration, to highlight the presence of the mirror and give it more relevance.
Frameless mirrors are best used in decorations that are intended to be simpler and minimalist, or where the 
intention of the mirror is to be a functional presence, allowing a perfect view of the reflection, without the 
hindrance that a frame can represent.
You can use both types in one decor to make different and fun compositions. It's all a question of balance.
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